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Brayer Techniques
We stampers love our stamps, but they are
not the only way to get ink onto a surface.
This time we look at brayers and the many
ways they can be used with ink, paint, glue or
water in stamped projects, including:
• Creating custom paper for backgrounds,
punching or die-cutting
• Inking stamps
• Burnishing and smoothing
Do you think you know all the ways that a
brayer can be used? You might be surprised!
Brayers are simple tools with all kinds of
creative possibilities.

Learn More: Also see the
Aug ‘09 VSN for “25 Brayer
Techniques” article.
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What is a Brayer?
Brayer Types

Brayers are cylindrical rollers on a handle. If
you have painted a room, then you are familiar
with paint rollers. Craft brayers are similar in
form but have durable (rather than disposable)
rollers and shorter handles. Usually when a
stamper refers to a brayer, they mean a hard or
soft rubber brayer, but craft brayers also come
in foam and acrylic versions.
Hard rubber brayers are handy for burnishing
down glued layers and for smoothing things.
Because the roller has little give, they are also
good in situations where you want to cover one
even plane with ink or paint. Usually, unless the
ink or paint is very thick and/or drippy, or low
areas are very wide, the brayer will apply it over
the highest plane and leave crevices free of ink
or paint (for example, dry embossed images.)
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Note: This 6" wide hard
rubber brayer has no stand
and a metal loop handle.
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Soft rubber brayers have a bit more give to
them so, like a rubber stamp with cushion,
they can do a better job covering a surface
with ink or paint than a hard rubber brayer.
Because of the give, you will tend to get paint
into crevices if the roller has a lot of thick
paint on it or if you press down harder as you
roll. In these cases, it makes sense to use a
lighter touch and light coats of paint or ink.
These are “soft” only in comparison to “hard”
rubber brayers. They are not as hard as a hard
rubber brayer nor as soft as a foam brayer.
If you are feeling ambitious, soft rubber rollers can also be carved to create patterned
brayers. (See the Jun ‘94 VSN for more on
carving brayers.)
Note: This 3 1/4" wide soft rubber
brayer has built in legs to keep
the roller off the ground and a
metal loop handle.
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If you can only afford one brayer for card
making, a 4" to 6" wide soft rubber brayer is a
good choice.
©Copyright Nancie Waterman 2013 All Rights Reserved

Foam brayers are useful where
you need a roller with a lot of
give, like when inking or painting
over a stencil or raised areas that
you want to get the ink down
in close to, like heat embossed
images. Some can create a more
textured look and all are best
used with water-based art mediums, as some harsher ingredients
can break down the foam.
Acrylic brayers are used for
burnishing and can be used for
rolling out clay, as the brayer
doesn’t tend to cling to it. You
can also use it for some specialty
techniques with ink, like using it
wrapped with rubber bands or
using it to roll water over ink, but
it is not routinely used for applying ink or paint.
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Note: This 4" wide foam brayer’s
plastic handle serves as a built
in stand when the brayer is
flipped on its back.

Note: This acrylic brayer has no
stand and a metal loop handle.
Its 8" width makes it especially
handy for burnishing jobs.
©Copyright Nancie Waterman 2013 All Rights Reserved

You may also find decorative craft brayers
with raised patterns rather than a smooth
surface. Clearsnap’s Rollagraph line, probably the best known of decorative brayers or
“wheel stamps,” falls into this category.
Each Rollagraph wheel is actually a thin rectangular rubber stamp sheet wrapped around
a plastic wheel that snaps into a special
handle. Rollagraph handles also include
an area for a pop-in ink cartridge. The ink
cartridge presses up against the wheel for
continuous inking as you roll. (The Rollagraph in this picture is an older version I’ve
had forever. The current version has a more
streamlined purple or blue handle and are
called “Design Wheel Handles.”

Next: A page from one of our Sponsors.
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Purchasing Brayers

While professional artists can spend
hundreds of dollars on brayers, most
stampers are happy with craft quality
brayers that run $8 to $15. If you would
like to play with all four types of roller,
one convenient way to get a variety of
options is Speedball’s Pop-In Brayer Kit.
It includes a plastic handle and four 4"
wide interchangeable rollers: soft rubber,
hard rubber, acrylic and foam.
Where to Purchase? If you a looking
for a source for these and other rollers,
Blick Art Supplies and Amazon carry
them. When looking for brayers in your
local general craft supply store, try the
fine art section, as they are also used
in block printing. Speedball has a Store
Locator on their website if you need
to find a source in your area for their
products.
Page 9
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Note: This is a well-used
Speedball set I got from
Suze Weinberg many
years ago. With 4" wide
rollers, it is similar to
Speedball’s current Pop-In
Brayer Kit except it does
not include the hard
rubber roller. It is very
handy, although it does
take a bit of muscle to
snap out the acrylic roller.
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Ranger also offers soft rubber brayers in
two sizes. Look for them in stores that sell
Ranger products.
Removable Rollers? If you like to wrap things
around your brayer, removable rollers can
make the process easier, as long as it allows
enough leeway between the roller and
handle to accommodate the wrapping. When
a brayer’s roller can be snapped out, it often
means that you can purchase a replacement
roller should you need one.

Note: This “Inky Roller”
has a metal loop
handle and legs to
keep the roller off the
ground. It’s a little
over 2" wide and so is
handy for getting into
smaller spaces.
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Plastic or Metal? Brayers that have a plastic
hood for the roller, like Speedball’s Pop-In
Brayer kit, tend to have less space between
the roller and the handle than simple metal
frame brayers. Most of the time this won’t
make any difference unless you want to wrap
something really bulky around it. The hood
does add a little more surface area to clean
up at the end of your art session.
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I have both plastic and metal framed brayers and
use both. Metal framed brayers are probably the
most durable, but I’ve had both types for many
years and they’ve all held up fine. If you do long
brayering sessions, a brayer with a rounded plastic handle rather than simply a loop of metal or
squared off plastic can be more comfortable; for
short brayering sessions, I don’t find that it matters.
Sizes? Brayers come in different sizes, typically
ranging from 2" to 8" wide and with some variety in
roller diameter. Stampers most often use brayers in
the 4" to 5" wide range because they work well for 5
1/2" x 4 1/4" cards and are close to regular inkpad sizes.
But having a few sizes can be handy. If your brayer
is just a little wider than the surface you want to
use it on, you will get the most efficient coverage
with less chance of getting edge marks on the
surface, that you then have to try and work out
with additional rolling. If you often ink or paint over
larger cards, full scrapbook pages or other large
surfaces, you may want a wider brayer too.
Page 11
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Note: This 2 1/2" wide Speedball soft
rubber brayer has a comfortable plastic handle for long brayering sessions.
The metal portion that wraps around
the roller acts as a stand if you flip the
brayer on its back.
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When Brayers Work Best

Brayers work best with liquid-based art mediums. Usually you load the brayer (with ink,
paint, glue or water) and then roll it out over
the surface. The medium needs to be something that will temporarily cling to the roller,
but release once you roll it across the project
surface. So ink from an inkpad, wet watercolor paint or acrylic paint should all work.

that are flat or smoothly curved. They tend to
be less usable on small objects or when you
need to confine color to a very defined area
(although you might mask around it.) Usually
you need to roll the brayer over the area to
be covered a number of times to achieve this,
but compare that to using a brush or sponge
to cover that same area evenly and you can
see the advantage.

Next: A Brayer art and a page from one of
You won’t want to use mediums that either
our Sponsors.
dry immediately or can damage the rubber
roller. (So don’t use them with alcohol inks.)
And they aren’t your tool of choice for getting
dry mediums like chalk, pastels, colored
pencil, powdered pigments, crayon, etc. onto
a surface . . . unless you mix their pigment
with water or another wet medium.
The advantage of a brayer is that it provides
a smooth, even coat of ink or paint over the
entire surface. Brayers are best for surfaces
Page 12
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Glue, Burnishing & Brayers
Often, to get the best seal when using adhesive, you need to make sure that the glued
layer is firmly in contact with the surface of
your project. Leave it loose and it is more
likely that your layer may come undone at
some point in the future.
To solve this problem, stampers sometimes
rub (“burnish”) the surface with the flat
surface of a bone folder or the bowl of a
spoon. But you can also use a hard rubber
or acrylic brayer to press down glued layers
quickly and easily.
Work on a flat surface and be sure that the
brayer is absolutely clean, with no lingering
bits of paint or ink from previous projects. (If
you often use a brayer as a burnisher, you
may even want to purchase a brayer that you
dedicate just for burnishing.)
Page 14
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a) A piece of
hand dyed
rice paper
that had
gotten wrinkled in the
drawer and
needed to
be mounted
to heavier
paper.

b) Applying
Perfect Paper
Adhesive to
a same-sized
piece of pink
cardstock.
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c) Using
an 8" wide
acrylic
brayer to
spread
the glue
over the
cardstock
evenly.

d) Using
a clean
8" wide
acrylic
brayer to
burnish
the hand
dyed
paper
down onto
the glue
covered
cardstock.
Page 15
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If you are burnishing something with lots of
edges, like a die-cut image, you might cover
the surface with clean scrap paper before
burnishing. This can help the edges stay put
and also keep stray glue off the roller.
When burnishing with a brayer, roll out from
the center of your project toward the edges
if possible. This pushes any air pockets out
toward the edges.
You can also use a brayer to roll liquid glue
over a surface. This can be an effective option
when you need a thin even coat of glue. It
works best when the glue has a reasonable
amount of open time before it begins to dry.
(You don’t want it to simply dry on the roller
or dry on the paper before you’ve finished
brayering the whole piece.)
Here I used liquid glue spread over the base
cardstock with a brayer and then burnished a
top layer down onto it with a clean brayer.
©Copyright Nancie Waterman 2013 All Rights Reserved

Ink & Brayers

Stampers tend to use their brayers most with ink. We
already have stamping ink and most of it works very
nicely with brayers. Experiment with the types of ink
you use, whether dye or pigment inks, to see how
they work with brayers. But don’t use alcohol inks with
brayers as they will dry out and destroy rubber brayers.

Applying Ink to the Brayer

Loading ink onto your brayer’s roller is fairly easy,
although you do need to pay attention to what you
are doing. If you simply run the brayer across the
inkpad once or twice, you may find that you wind up
with bare areas on the roller. Be sure that you get ink
around the entire circumference of the roller surface,
rolling the brayer over the inkpad repeatedly to get
a good coat of ink. This is similar inking a stamp: You
don’t just pat the stamp once and then expect to get
a good impression. You pat it on the ink (or the ink on
the stamp) a few times to load it with ink.
Page 16
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Loading the Brayer With Ink

When inking your brayer, don’t just roll it back and
forth across the inkpad. Instead:
• Starting at one edge, roll it across the inkpad.
• When you get to the end of the pad, lift the brayer.
• Go back to the beginning of the inkpad.
• Roll again and lift. Repeat.
Continue until the roller is well loaded with ink. This
technique keeps the roller spinning so you get ink
on all sides of the roller and helps avoid ugly lines
or blank spots.

Loading Multi-Color or Rainbow Inkpads

If you are working with a rainbow or other multicolored inkpad, be sure to orient the roller the same
way each time to avoid muddying the color with
any residual ink that might still be on the roller. (So
if the inkpad is red and orange, when you need to
re-ink, be sure that the orange end of the roller is
lined up with the orange end of the inkpad.)
Page 17
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When inking a brayer using a rainbow inkpad,
be sure to roll the brayer along the stripes of
color to load up the ink. If you roll it perpendicularly to the ink stripes, you’ll muddy the
ink on the brayer and the pad.
If your rainbow pad is the type with color
bars that separate during storage (like
Kaleidacolor), you usually press the ink bars
together when inking a stamp. But when
used with a brayer, this can create lines.
Instead, try leaving the bars separated when
inking the brayer. You’ll need to move the
brayer a bit to the right or left as you repeatedly roll the brayer over the inkpad to make
sure that the empty space between bars of
color becomes filled with paint.
Some multi-color pads have the colors
arranged in wedges or a checkerboard of
squares. These will just muddy up if you try
to brayer with them.
Page 18
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Yes!

Colorbox pigment inkpad
with correct and incorrect
brayer rolling direction.

No!

Kaleidacolor inkpad with
color bars still separated.
©Copyright Nancie Waterman 2013 All Rights Reserved

Making a Craft Sheet Rainbow

If you want several ink colors on the brayer
but don’t have a rainbow or other multicolor
inkpad in the colors you need, you can still
do it. It just takes an extra step.
• Pat a water-based inkpad directly onto a craft
sheet, palette or other non-porous surface.
• Pat additional colors next to the first color.
• Roll the brayer over the still wet ink to load the
brayer with ink, as if it was an inkpad.
• Brayer the ink onto a stamp or paper.
Because this custom rainbow creation technique adds time, it works best with wet inks
and inks with enough open time that they
won’t dry out too quickly. If you find that the
ink you want to use dries too fast, try misting
it very lightly to rehydrate it right before rolling the brayer over it.

Next: A page from one of our Sponsors.
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Inking a Stamp with a Brayer

Brayers can be great for getting even ink
coverage on a stamp. To use a brayer:
• Place the stamp face up on a table.
• Once you have loaded the brayer with ink, roll
it over the stamp, quickly and repeatedly.
Yes, using a brayer to apply ink to a stamp is
more fussy than simply patting ink onto the
stamp. But it can be a good way to go when
you have a large image, especially a detailed
image, and want to be sure you don’t miss
a spot the way you can if you have to pat a
small inkpad repeatedly over the surface.
Also give brayering a try when you have
problems stamping very detailed images (like
photo realistic stamps) or where you find a
particular stamp really needs a thin even coat
of ink to give you a good impression.
Page 21
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Leaf - Rubber Monger

• Stamp the image as usual.

©Copyright Nancie Waterman 2013 All Rights Reserved

Burnishing a Stamp (Method 1)

Have you ever had a time where you know your
stamp is completely inked but there is a low spot
in the rubber that never stamps correctly? Try
using a brayer to burnish the inked stamp:
• Lay the stamp face up on a table. Ink it well with
an inkpad or brayer.
• Lay cardstock face down on the inked stamp. (Be
careful to lay it straight down on the inked stamp
to avoid smudging the impression.)

Pagoda Scene:
About Art Accents.
(I used this for an
example because
I like the stamp. It
doesn’t actually
have a low spot.)
Page 22
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• Using a clean soft rubber brayer, roll completely
over the back of the paper to make sure every area
gets ink. (You may need to use your other hand to
hold the paper in place as you roll the brayer it.)
This works best with large stamps as smaller
ones are more apt to move. Be careful around
stamp edges to avoid creating edge lines on the
paper. I suggest a soft rubber brayer because its
give will help you get into the low spots.
VSN eArticle (www.vampstampnews.com)
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Burnishing a Stamp (Method 2)

If your stamp is unmounted, there is
yet another way to try it:
• Ink an unmounted rubber stamp and
lay it face down on the paper.
• Carefully roll a brayer across the back
of the unmounted stamp to insure
that all areas of the stamp make
contact with the paper.
Again, it is important that you don’t
let the stamp move as you brayer
over the back to avoid a blurry
image. As with the previous method,
this works best with large stamps as
smaller ones tend to move too easily.
The stamp I am using here is on
cushion but not mounted. This
method is also an option for times
when you don’t have a mount that
fits your stamp.
Page 23
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Pagoda Scene:
About Art
Accents. (I used
this for an example because I
like the stamp. It
doesn’t actually
have a low spot.)
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Marilyn Sweeney’s Artwork
Supplies: Stamp (JudiKins), Inks (Brilliance:
Pearlescent Orchid, Lavender, Jade), Cardstock (black glossy), Brayer, Non-stick craft
sheet, Adhesive.

“Place dime-sized drops of three re-inker
colors (Pearlescent Orchid, Lavender, Jade)
on a non-stick craft sheet. Gently run the
brayer through the drops to mix them. You
can brayer directly onto another project (as
in my next card) but you will have a lot of
ink left on the non-stick craft sheet.” This is a
good way to use the leftover ink.
“Run your brayer through the ink and apply
it to a stamp. Stamp the image several times
on black glossy cardstock. This piece was
glued to a white card.”
Finished Size: 5" x 7"
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Marilyn Sweeney’s Artwork
Supplies: Stamp (JudiKins), Inks (Brilliance:
Pearlescent Orchid, Lavender, Jade), Cardstock (black glossy), Brayer, Non-stick craft
sheet, Adhesive.

“Place dime-sized drops of three re-inker
colors (Pearlescent Orchid, Lavender, Jade)
on a non-stick craft sheet. Gently run the
brayer through the drops to mix them.
Brayer onto the black glossy cardstock.”
“Immediately stamp into the brayered
surface to make impressions on it. You
may have to twist the stamp a little to get
a good impression. Affix the piece to a
white card.”
Finished Card: 4 3/8" x 5"

Go to Contents

Brayered Ink Backgrounds

The most common way that stampers use
brayers is to create background papers. Brayers are a wonderful way to cover a surface
with ink and can be quicker and easier than
repeatedly patting on ink direct-to-paper or
with a sponge or stipple brush.
Brayered background paper can be used in
many ways. You might use it as a card base
or card layer. You could also punch it or diecut it for use as a card embellishment. Think
of brayering backgrounds as a way to create
your own custom paper in the colors you
need and that can be coordinated with the
ink you use for your stamped images.
The look you get from brayered ink can
vary. Sometimes you want the surface to be
completely covered with an even coat of ink.
Other times you want incomplete coverage, a
light coat or even a grunge kind of effect.
Page 26
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Paper Makes a Difference

The paper you choose can make a difference
here. Back in the 90’s, when brayered backgrounds were very popular, many stampers
used glossy white cardstock as their base
(and many still do.) Like the glossy pages of a
magazine, coated paper makes ink colors pop.

Glossy coated paper, soft rubber brayer, Ranger Archival ink

But don’t let yourself get into a rut. Experiment with different papers to see how they
accept ink from the brayer.
• Try uncoated papers.
• Try matte coated papers.
• Try glossy coated papers.
• Try different brands.
Usually coated papers will work best for the
most rich, even blended color, but you might
sometimes want a different uneven grungy,
lined look, so try uncoated too.

Uncoated paper, soft rubber brayer, Ranger Archival ink
Page 27
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Getting Smooth Color

Brayers tend to find any irregularities of the
surface beneath your cardstock. For the
smoothest color, put your cardstock on a
thick smooth pad of scrap paper or put a pad
beneath your craft sheet.
If you simply roll ink across the cardstock
once or twice, you are likely to be disappointed. With most inks and surfaces, you
need to build up layers of color to get a really
dense even coat of color. Instead:

The first pass creates light
incomplete color.
A dozen or so passes later and
the color begins to build but is
still uneven.
Another couple dozen passes
and we are starting to see the
color we are going to get.
Less than a minute has passed.

• Load the brayer with ink.
• Roll the brayer quickly from the top of the cardstock to the bottom. Try to hit the paper with
the roller turning to avoid lines.
• Lift the brayer. Repeat from the starting point,
working all the ink off the roller. If using one
color, you can turn the paper and roll again.
• Re-load the brayer again as needed.
Page 28
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Keep working until you have the color density
you want. Move quickly to blend color while
the ink is still somewhat wet. You may need
dozens of passes, but it only takes a minute
or two when you work quickly.
Keep in mind that juicy inkpads or wetter inks
(like Ranger’s Distress) give you a little more
open time to work the ink over the surface
before it dries completely.
If you get lines where the brayer first touches
the paper in a pass, don’t panic. Depending
on the paper, especially on coated paper, you
can keep working it to smooth it out.

Another couple dozen passes
plus some passes across the
paper the other way and the
color grows but still hasn’t
evened out yet.

Experiment to learn how the types of brayers
you have work with different inks and papers
that you have. Press down lightly or heavily.
Try different types of ink. Playing around with
the tools and mediums you have is the best
way to understand how they work together.

Another couple dozen passes
and the color is dark and rich.
It sounds like a lot, but working quickly, it only took a
couple minutes.
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Next: Brayered Artwork.
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Marilyn Sweeney’s Artwork
Supplies: Stamps (Faber Castell, JudiKins), Inks
(Distress: Picked Raspberry, Peacock Feathers),
Brayer, Colored pencil (Prismacolor aquamarine), Fine mist sprayer, Adhesive.

“Begin by drawing a design on the background
layer with a colored pencil.”
“To create the brayered background, put a little
bit of Peacock Feathers ink on the brayer at a
time and touch it down to the white cardstock
at random to produce a splotched effect.”
“For the top layer, brayer with Picked Raspberry
ink onto a piece of white cardstock. Lightly
spray the piece with a fine mist. Over-stamp
the small design using Peacock Feathers ink.”
Finished Size: 5 ½" x 4 ¼".
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Multi-Color Looks

When working with multiple colors on the
brayer, pay attention to where colors blend
from one to another. You may want to roll some
passes across the paper a little to one side or
the other to encourage a more blended gradual
transition between colors.
If you are working with a rainbow pad and
the paper is wider than the brayer, try brayering half of the paper. Then turn the paper 180
degrees and brayer it again in the open area.
Depending on the colors on the inkpad, this
can give you a smoother color transition where
the two halves intersect. It can mean that the
color in the middle area is wider than the rest
of the bands of color on the card, which you
may like or may not like, depending on the card
design. If you need the bands to be closer to
equal in width, try overlapping the center color
as you brayer the second half.
Page 31
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Brayer half one way.

Flip paper and brayer the other half.
©Copyright Nancie Waterman 2013 All Rights Reserved

You could alternatively brayer a background
with one color, clean the brayer roller, load
it up with another color and brayer that over
the first, either going for incomplete coverage of the second color or work to blend the
two colors.
Play around with colors. By overlapping
single color or multi-color inkpads both horizontally and vertically across the paper, you
can create spots, stripes or plaids. Try brayering diagonally across the paper.
Here are a couple of brayered papers in
progress using overlapping rainbow inkpads.
They were both brayered with Kaleidacolor
inkpads on glossy white cardstock.
Notice that if you stop brayering before the
ink is smoothly blended, you can create an
interesting alternative lined look.

Next: Brayered Artwork.
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Barbara Benson’s Artwork
Supplies: Stamps (Impression Obsession,
Rubbernecker, B & J’s), Cardstock (white, navy
blue, glossy white), Inks (blue, Kaleidacolor
Caribbean Sea, Brilliance Moonlight White),
Brayer, Corner punch, Ribbon.

“Cut a 4 3/4" x 4" piece of glossy cardstock. Brayer
it vertically with a Kaleidacolor inkpad.”
“Stamp image on top in white Brilliance Moonlight White ink. Punch corners. Mount to white
cardstock, then navy. Mount to 7 1/4" x 5 1/8" card
cut from white cardstock.”
“Stamp a piece of scrap white cardstock with
texture background in blue. Stamp sentiment
on top in blue. Trim and mount to navy cardstock, and then to card.”
“Cut 3 1/2" piece of white ribbon. Cut diagonally at
both ends, fold in half, and attach to card.”
Finished Size: 7 1/4" x 5 1/8"
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Barbara Benson’s Artwork
Supplies: Stamps (Rubber Tapestry, American
Art Stamp, Fiskars), Cardstock (white, teal,
glossy white), Inks (black, light green, plum,
dark purple, Kaleidacolor Royal Satin), Small
flower punch, Sizzix flower dies, Buttons, Twine,
Embellishment stones.

“Brayer a piece of glossy paper, big enough
to accommodate dies, with Kaleidacolor ink.
Cut three flower die-cuts from brayered piece.
Attach in center with button and twine.”
“Cut a 6 1/8" x 4 1/2" piece of white cardstock.
Stamp circles in various places on card in three
different colors, leaving room somewhere for
the sentiment. Embellish with stamped small
flowers, small punched flowers, buttons, twine,
and stones.”
“Stamp sentiment in black and attach brayered
flower. Mount to teal cardstock, then to 6 3/4" x 5"
card cut from white cardstock.”
Finished Size: 6 3/4" x 5"
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Nancie Waterman’s Artwork
Supplies: Stamp (Trees - Ink Blocks, Birds - A Stamp
in The Hand), Cardstock (orange, hot pink), Paper
(glossy photo paper), Ink (Ranger Archival: Jet Black,
Clearsnap Kaleidacolor: Pastel), Brayer (soft rubber),
Watercolor marker (black), Adhesive (Xyron).

“This is a very simple card where the color is meant to
be the star. Photo paper (the kind used in computer
printers) was brayered with rainbow dye ink. This
type of paper doesn’t give as even a look when
brayered, instead creating a more mottled look.”
“Stamp trees and birds on top of brayered panel in
black. The trees stamped incompletely, so I used a
black watercolor marker to fill in the trees. On the
photo paper, the effect was streaky, but I kind of
liked the look. It’s not realistic, but interesting.”
“Use Xyron to layer stamped panel to orange cardstock and then pink card.”
Finished Size: 5" x 5 1/2"
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Marilyn Sweeney’s Artwork
Supplies: Stamp (Faber Castell),Inks (Distress:
Picked Raspberry, Peacock Feathers), Brayer,
Fine mist sprayer, Adhesive.
“Apply both inks to the brayer and lightly mist
them before brayering them onto a piece of
white cardstock.”
“Using the same colors, stamp the flower onto a
small scrap of cardstock and cut it out. Attach
the flower to the background. Glue the assembly to a white card.”
Finished Size: 5 ½" x 4 ¼".

Go to Contents

Inking a Brayer With a Marker

Don’t forget that inkpads are not the only way to
get ink onto something that is made of rubber.
Watercolor markers work too!
Try coloring patterns on a soft rubber brayer roller
using water-based markers and then brayering it
out onto paper. You could color lines, circles, spots
of color, zigzags, etc. You could even do words,
although you’d have to do the letters backwards.
Here I’m using a Ranger Distress marker to color
on a soft rubber brayer. Distress markers are nice
because they are very wet and dry slowly enough
that the marker ink will transfer onto the paper
surface without having to huff on the rubber roller
to remoisten the ink before rolling it.
If you find that your markers dry too quickly, you
can mist the roller very lightly with water before
you brayer. Or you can wet the paper and then roll
the marker inked brayer over the wet surface.
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Bouncing Brayer Technique

A number of years ago, the “bouncing brayer”
technique was popular for backgrounds. Instead
of rolling the brayer across an inkpad to ink
it completely, you press it into the inkpad to
pick up a line of color. With the left edge of the
brayer at the middle of the card, you bounce
(press) the inked brayer onto cardstock.
Repeat, keeping the left edge in the center but
gradually moving the brayer position in a circle.
Re-ink as needed. You don’t do any rolling, just
bouncing, so you get a series of color stripes.
When done using a multi-colored inkpad, the
result is a striking sunburst type effect.

Learn More: Charmaine Ikach has a nice photo

tutorial showing this on Splitcoaststampers.
Kelly Acheson’s photo tutorial also shows it with
some really striking card examples. Also see the
Nov ‘05 VSN.

Next: Brayered Artwork and a Sponsor page.
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Nancie Waterman’s Artwork
Supplies: Stamp (Woman - Cat Dancing
Design), Brayer (soft rubber), Ink (Ranger
Archival: Jet Black), Clearsnap Kaleidacolor: Pastel), Cardstock (white, black,
yellow), Colored pencils (Prismacolor, Lyra
Skintones), Pitt Artist Pen, Scissors, Dimensional Glue Dots, Adhesive (Xyron.)

“Stamp woman in black on white cardstock.
Color image with colored pencils; cut out.”
“Create inked sunburst using Bouncing
Brayer technique as described on previous
page. Write text using black artist pen.”
“Use Xyron to layer sunburst to black
cardstock and then yellow card. Use
dimensional Glue Dot to attach woman to
center of card.”
Finished Size: 5 1/2" x 6 1/4"

Go to Contents

Masks, Stencils & Brayers

There may be times when you want to protect
areas from brayered ink. You can use purchased
decorative masks or stencils, or use punch outs,
die-cuts, torn paper, Post-it Notes, Eclipse Tape,
masking tape, masking fluid, etc.
You will roll the brayer across the mask or stencil
rather than pat up and down as you would with
a stipple brush or a sponge. So be sure the mask
is well attached so the brayer won’t push under it
and get ink where you don’t want it.
Hard and even soft rubber brayers tend to roll
over the top plane and not get inside small
mortise masks. Instead use a flexible foam brayer.
They are your best bet for stencils or masked
areas. You may still get halos around mask
edges. If you do, you could undercut the mask
to compensate.

Learn More: See Jan ‘99 VSN for more on stenciling

and Dec ‘05 or May ‘09 VSN for more on masking.
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Dry Embossing & Brayers

This Erica Fortgens
brass stencil was
hand embossed on
glossy cardstock. Its
lines were too fine
to let me effectively
brayer over the front
side without getting
ink in between. It
could still work as a
grunge background.

You can also brayer over dry embossed
images. You can sometimes cover the raised
areas more quickly and easily than you could
with a sponge or stipple brush which tend
to slip into crevices. Just be careful that you
don’t press down too hard, as you don’t want
to flatten the paper.
You can do this with images you have hand
embossed or with paper embossed using
an embossing folder in a die-cut machine. It
works best where there is enough surface on
the top plane to hold up the brayer. Experiment with rolling ink over both sides of the
dry embossed paper to see how the results
can change depending on what side you use.
Try using a hard rubber brayer if you have
one. A soft rubber brayer, using a light touch
can also work. Foam will tend to get into the
recesses, which is often not what you want.
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Flipping the same dry
embossed cardstock
over and brayering
it the same way with
the same Ranger
Archival ink turned
out pretty nice. The
wider raised surface
area on this side held
the ink better and the
ink didn’t get into the
lower areas this time.
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This is the kind of thing you need to experiment with before
using it on a final project to see how it works with the particular cardstock, ink or paint, and dry embossed design you
are working with.

Learn More: Linda Walsh has a YouTube video called “Brayer

and Embossing Folder” showing brayering cardstock that
was first dry embossed in an embossing folder with a diecut machine.

Alternatively, you can use a brayer to ink up the raised areas
inside an embossing folder before adding the cardstock and
running it through a die-cut machine. Because the raised
areas inside the embossing folder are pressed down into
the cardstock surface, the die-cut machine’s pressure transfers the ink to the now debossed (indented) areas of the
embossed design.

Learn More: Dania Welch (StampUpaStorm) has a “Word Play

This Lasting Impressions brass stencil
was dry embossed on watercolor paper
and brayered with Ranger Archival ink.
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Inked Embossing Folder Technique” on YouTube that shows
using a brayer to ink up the inside of an embossing folder
and the resulting effect.

Next: Brayered Artwork.
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Nancie Waterman’s Artwork
Supplies: Stamp (Native American - Gitche Gumee
Graphics), Ink (Ranger Archival: Jet Black, Vermillion),
Brass Stencil (AVEC: Erica Fortgens), Stylus for dry
embossing, Cardstock (glossy white, non-glossy white,
black), Paper (white computer paper), Brayer (hard
rubber), Scissors, Colored Pencils (Prismacolor, Lyra
Skintones), Artist Pitt pen (black), Adhesive (Xyron).

“Dry emboss stencil image by hand on cardstock. (I
embossed it on glossy cardstock but wound up using
the non-glossy side for the card.) Brayer red ink over
the dry embossed card using a hard rubber brayer.
Use a black pen to color in some parts of the dry
embossed image.”
“Stamp Native American in black on scrap of nonglossy white cardstock and color in with regular
colored pencils. Cut out image.”
“Print quote in black on white computer paper using
computer. Use Xyron adhesive to layer quote, dry
embossed panel and cut out image onto black card.”
Finished Size: 8 1/2" x 5 1/2".
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Marilyn Sweeney’s Artwork
Supplies: Stamp (Faber Castell), Inks (Ranger:
Distress Picked Raspberry, Peacock Feathers), Embossing machine & Embossing folder
(Cuttlebug), Brayer, Colored pencil (Prismacolor:
aquamarine)

“Dry emboss a piece of white cardstock using
an embossing folder inside a die-cut machine.
Brayer it lightly with a mixture of the two inks. It
works best if some of the ink is off-loaded onto
scrap paper before brayering”
“Stamp the flowers with Picked Raspberry on
a separate piece of cardstock. Cut them out,
outline parts with the colored pencil and attach
them to the embossed background. Glue the
background to a white card.”
Finished Size: is 5 ½” X 4 ¼”.
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Shona Erlenborn’s Art
Supplies: Stamps (Sparkle N Sprinkle), Brayer, Cardstock (white
glossy, brown), Ink (Ranger: Soothing Sunset; Tsukineko:
VersaMark, Memento: Potter’s Clay, Morocco, Dandelion),
Embossing powder (Sparkle N Sprinkle: Black Detail), Die-cut
machine & Die (Spellbinders: Window Frame, Ribbon Tag Trio
Two), Embossing folder (Sizzix: Scallops), Adhesive, Sponge,
Ribbon (gold).

“Brayer white glossy cardstock with Soothing Sunset rainbow
ink. Stamp birds in Versamark on brayered background. Heat
emboss with black detail embossing powder.”
“Die-cut and dry emboss window frame from brown cardstock; glue over stamped image. Die-cut and emboss
curtains and valance from designer paper and attach to
window frame.”
“Brayer Potter’s Clay ink on white glossy cardstock and run
through scallops embossing folder, then brayer Morocco
ink over raised pattern. Stamp saying in Morocco ink; cut
and emboss with ribbon tag die, sponge with Dandelion ink
before removing die. Layer frame to background panel and
attach saying with gold ribbon to bottom of card. Layer to
white glossy card base edged with Potter’s Clay.”
Finished Size: 5 ½” x 4 ¼”
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Brayered Resists

Brayers can be handy for resist techniques,
letting you cover an area evenly and quickly
with a thin coat of ink.

Heat Embossed Resist

For example, heat emboss an image and then
brayer water-based stamp ink over it. Wipe any
excess ink off the embossing.
A hard or soft rubber brayer can leave a halo
of un-inked surface around raised embossing.
A foam brayer can more completely cover the
surface as it has enough give to get in right
next to the raised embossing.

Learn More: Lea Everse’s popular Joseph’s Coat
technique is created by brayering cardstock
first with multi-color inks, clear embossing
an image on top and then brayering over the
whole thing with black ink. The excess ink is
then wiped off the embossing and you get a
gorgeous result. See Feb ‘09 VSN for more info.
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I stamped this
PSX image with
ColorBox pigment
ink and embossed
with clear embossing powder. When
cool, I brayered
with Distress Ink
and then wiped
the excess off the
embossing.
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Embossing Ink Resist

Another approach is to use clear embossing ink to
stamp an image on glossy cardstock. Blot all excess ink
with a cloth. Dry completely. Brayer regular dye ink over
the image. The embossing ink resists the dye ink.

Learn More: Robyn of robynstamps has a YouTube video

showing a VersaMark ink resist using a brayer.

Other Resists

Brayers can also be helpful for wax resists:

• Color with crayon. Brayer ink over it.

I stamped this
PSX image with
VersaMark ink and
blotted off the
excess ink. I then
brayered over it with
Ranger Archival Ink.
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• Alternately, crumple wax paper or dry emboss it in an
embossing folder in a die-cut machine. Lay it on cardstock
and cover with scrap paper. Press an iron on high (no
steam) to transfer the wax pattern onto the surface. Brayer
ink over it. The wax resists the ink. Wipe off excess ink.

Learn More: To learn more about resists and other resist

techniques, see the Feb ‘09 VSN article on resists.

Next: A brayer art and a page from one of our Sponsors.
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Nancie Waterman’s Artwork
Supplies: Stamp (Vine - PSX, Text - Milltown
Obsessions), Cardstock (yellow, white glossy, dark
green), Decorative paper (Silver Crow Creations),
Ink (Ranger Archival: Jet Black, Distress: Peeled
Paint; Clearsnap ColorBox light green), Embossing powder (clear), Heat tool, Brayer (foam),
Adhesive (Xyron.)

“As shown in the Heat Embossed Resist section,
stamp image in light green ink on white glossy
paper. Heat emboss using clear powder. Brayer
over embossed image using foam brayer and
green ink.”
“Stamp text in black ink on yellow cardstock. Use
Xyron adhesive to layer text and embossed layers
onto decorative paper and then yellow cardstock
and finally onto dark green card.”
Finished Size: 6 3/4" x 5 1/2"
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Marilyn Sweeney’s Artwork
Supplies: Stamp (Great Impressions), Inks (Brilliance Cosmic Copper; Versamark), Brayer,
Cardstock (black glossy, beige card), Corner
rounder punch, Adhesive.

“Stamp the leaves onto black glossy cardstock
with VersaMark ink (clear pigment ink.) Allow it
to dry thoroughly.”
“Brayer heavily over the piece with copper ink.
Round the corners and attach it to a beige card.”
Finished Size: 6" x 6"
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Paint & Brayers
Brayers can also be used with paint. As with ink, you can
use a brayer to apply ink to a rubber stamp or you can use
a brayer to roll ink across a surface to create a background.

Stamping With Paint

We are only going to lightly touch on loading a stamp
with paint and using it to stamp an image in this eArticle
because this topic was covered in a lot of detail in the
“Stamping With Paint” eArticle. If you haven’t read that
one yet, I encourage you to read it, because it includes
several ways to ink a stamp with acrylic paint, including
my new favorite, the wet palette method.

This is Claudine
Hellmuth Studio
paint brayered
onto a Posh
Impressions stamp
using a soft rubber
brayer and then
stamped it on red
cardstock.

That said, you can ink a stamp with paint using a brayer.
When using a brayer and thick acrylic paint, I find that
large broad surface stamps work best as the paint tends to
glop up inside fine lines. (The wet palette method is much
better for finer lined stamps and for putting paint on
stamps in general really.) But if you want to use a brayer,
there are a couple ways to approach this.
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Loading Stamp with Paint (Method 1)

Put a little paint on a palette. Roll a brayer over
it to even the paint on the palette. Use one
color or use two or more and use the brayer to
blend them together. You could also add in an
art medium. The goal is an even coat of paint.
Pat a broad surface stamp into the paint as if it
was an inkpad. Then stamp it.

Loading Stamp with Paint (Method 2)

This is Claudine Hellmuth
Studio paint brayered out
thinly on a palette using
a soft rubber brayer. Then
I patted the Posh Impressions Hearts onto the
paint and then stamped
it on red cardstock.
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Brayer a light coat of paint right onto the stamp
as shown on the previous page. Paint is more
likely to get inside stamp crevices when the
stamp is inked using this method.

Learn More: VSN’s “Stamping with Paint” eArticle
is full of great information on using acrylic paint
with stamps including four methods of loading
stamps with paint, basic paint stamping, using
multiple colors, adding mediums, acrylic paint
resists and other specialty techniques and tips
on storing and rehydrating acrylic paint.
VSN eArticle (www.vampstampnews.com)
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Brayered Paint Backgrounds

Using a brayer to create a quick background
can be surprisingly fun and freeing. Because
paints usually need longer drying time
than inks as well as more clean up, create a
number of background sheets in one creative
session. Once they dry, store them for use in a
number of future projects.

Liquitex tube
acrylic paint
brayered out
over matte
coated cardstock.

Brayering Directly on Paper

One approach is to place dots of paint (either
acrylic or watercolor) onto your cardstock
in various places. Choose colors that blend
together nicely and don’t make mud.
Brayer repeatedly over the surface, in various directions, blending and mixing colors. If
you are using thick tube paints, you may find
you need to mix the paint with water before
dropping them onto paper. Or you might wet
the paper first. Or brayer paint onto the paper
and then brayer water over the still-wet paint.
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Brayering a Palette and Then Paper

Liquitex tube acrylic paint
and Claudine Hellmuth
Studio paint brayered
and partly blended
on a palette and then
brayered over matte
coated cardstock with a
soft rubber brayer.

Alternatively, place dots of paint on a palette.
Roll a brayer over the paint a few times to load it.
Brayer onto your surface.
Try a single color. Or try placing dots of different colored paints in a row so you can roll out a
rainbow. Try mixing in specialty mediums to add
texture or sparkle or shimmer.
If your paints dry too fast as you work, mist them
lightly with water or if you are using acrylic paint,
you can mix in an additive, like Claudine Hellmuth’s Extra Time Slow Dying Medium.

Learn More: Claudine Hellmuth has a 2013 CHA

YouTube video on “Reverse Stenciling” where she
brayers a mix of her Studio Paint and Extra Time
Slow Drying Medium onto a stencil surface. She
then presses white gift tissue onto the stencil,
burnishs it with a clean brayer and then removes
the printed paper.

Next: Brayered Artwork.
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Marilyn Sweeney’s Artwork
Supplies: Stamps (Martha Stewart JudiKins), Inks (Brilliance: Cosmic Copper,
Memento: Teal Zeal, Grape Jelly), Paint
(Lumière: Burgundy), Cardstock (black
glossy), Brayer, Die-cut machine & die
(Spellbinders), Rubber band, Adhesive.

“Attach a rubber band around a brayer roller.
Lightly load it with paint. Brayer the paint
over black glossy cardstock to produce
some texture. When this is dry, over-brayer
with copper ink.”
“Die-cut a label from white cardstock and
brayer it with copper ink. Stamp the images
and attach the piece to the background.
Affix all to a beige card.”
Finished Size: 5" x 6"
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Water & Brayers

While you will most often use brayers with
ink or paint, there may be some times when
you use water. For example, you could ink a
brayer with water-based ink (from an inkpad
or watercolor markers) and mist with water
and then brayer the color onto your surface.
Or brayer water over the surface to get it
evenly wet. Then ink a brayer with waterbased ink and roll it out over the wet surface.
Here, I rolled a wet brayer over glossy paper
that I had previously brayered with waterbased dye inks. The water can make it look
a little darker when wet, but really doesn’t
change the color once it is dry. It just re-wets
the ink and drags it around a bit so that
instead of a very smooth color, you have an
interesting streaky look.

Next: Brayered Artwork.
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Nancie Waterman’s Artwork
Supplies: Stamp (Toad - 100 Proof Press), Colored
Pencils (Prismacolor), Cardstock (blue, white),
Paper (blue, glossy photo paper), Brayers (soft
rubber, acrylic), Ink (Ranger Archival: Jet Black,
Clearsnap Kaleidacolor: Pastel), Water, Text
printed by computer, Adhesive (Xyron.)

“Stamp image on white cardstock in black ink.
Color with regular colored pencils; cut out”
“Brayer glossy photo paper using rainbow inkpad
and soft rubber brayer. Brayer again using water
to move ink in a drippy kind of pattern.”
“Print text using computer printer; cut out. Layer
brayered layer onto blue card. Layer text and frog
on top of brayered layer.”
Finished Size: 4" x 5 3/4"
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Brayered Perfect Pearls

Another cool thing you can do with water is use it as a
vehicle to apply colored pigments to a surface:
• Sprinkle Perfect Pearls onto a craft sheet.
• Wet a brayer with water. Roll it over the dry pigments to
load the brayer with the pigments.
• Quickly brayer the pigments onto cardstock before the
binder in the Perfect Pearls sets up on the roller.
Here, I am using a foam brayer, but a soft rubber
brayer would also work. The pigments give the paper
a beautiful shimmer. Try this on dark cardstock, like
the black I used here or on light colored papers for
more subtle shimmer. It’s gorgeous!
Ranger’s Perfect Pearls stay in place because they
include a binder that is activated when wet. If you are
not using Perfect Pigments, you would need to add
gum arabic or an art medium.

Learn More: “Powdered Pigment Techniques” eArticle.
Next: Brayered Artwork.
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Nancie Waterman’s Artwork
Supplies: Stamp (Pagoda Scene - About Art
Accents), Cardstock (white, black, hot pink), Ink
(Ranger Distres: Peeled Paint), Pens (Gelly Roll
Glaze: pink, yellow), Pigment (Ranger Perfect
Pigments: light blue), Water, Brayer (foam or soft
rubber), Adhesive (Xyron.)

“Stamp ink in green on white cardstock. Color
in flowers in pink and windows in yellow using
Gelly Roll Glaze pens.”
“As described on previous page, brayer light
blue Perfect Pigments mixed with water over
black cardstock.”
“Use Xyron to layer stamped panel to pigment
background and then onto pink card.”
Finished Size: 6” x 4 1/4”
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Altering the Brayer’s Roller
If you get tired of your brayer’s smooth ink or
paint application, you can create fun interesting patterns by temporarily altering the roller
by wrapping something around it.
Probably the most common wrap for brayers
are rubber bands, but stampers have tried
all kinds of things. You could try string, lace,
mesh from a vegetable bag, Magic Mesh or
dry wall tape, bubble wrap, bunched up plastic wrap, cheese cloth or other odds and ends
you find around the house.
Sometimes you can guess the look you’ll get
with a wrap, but often it will be a surprise. It’s
kind of fun to experiment with this.
Here I’ve run a piece of double-sided tape
down the length of an acrylic brayer and
wrapped it with raffia.
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Rolled in green acrylic paint and then rolled
out over a paint brayered background, the
texture reminds me of spray webbing.
Acrylic brayers are great for this, hard rubber
being the second choice and soft rubber
if that is all you have. If your brayer’s roller
snaps out, it can be a little easier to remove it,
wrap it and then snap it back into the handle.
If you do wrap a rubber roller, don’t leave it
wrapped long-term to avoid creating dents
in the roller surface. And don’t leave tape on
any roller as it gets harder to remove if you
leave it on for long periods. As always, clean
and dry your brayer after each use.

Green
Liquitex
acrylic
paint on
a raffia
wrapped
acrylic
brayer
rolled over
a brayered
paint background.
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Learn More: Nathalie Kalbach has a YouTube

“Brayer Techniques” video showing several
brayer techniques with acrylic paint. Many
use items wrapped around a brayer.

Next: Brayered Artwork.
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Nancie Waterman’s Art
Supplies: Stamp (Leaf - Rubber Monger), Cardstock
(white, dark green), Watercolor paper (Canson 140 lb
cold press), Colored pencils (Prismacolor), Ink (Ranger
Archival: Jet Black), Brayer (soft rubber, acrylic), Raffia,
Double-sided tape, Acrylic paint (Liquitex tube acrylic:
Cadium Yellow, Hooker’s Green, Claudine Hellmuth jar
acrylic: Altered Orange), Scissors, Adhesive (Xyron).

“Stamp image in black on watercolor paper. Color with
colored pencils; cut out.”
“Apply two colors of acrylic paint onto a palette. Then
brayer onto white cardstock to create a painted base
for the background layer. Give this a little time to dry
(at least half an hour) before the next step.”
“Apply a strip of double-sided tape along the length of
an acrylic brayer. Wrap raffia around the brayer. (The
tape will keep it in place.) Put some green paint onto
the palette. Roll the wrapped brayer into green paint
and then brayer over previously brayered background.
Allow background to dry overnight.”
“Use Xyron to layer leaf to green cardstock, then to
brayered background and finally onto green card.”
Finished Size: 5 1/2" x 5 1/2"
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Shona Erlenborn’s Artwork

Supplies: Stamps (Sparkle N Sprinkle), Brayer wit
removable roller, Rubber bands, Ink (VersaMark,
Memento: Lilac Posies, Dandelion), Cardstock
(white), Embossing powder (Sparkle N Sprinkle: Belgian Cream), Heat tool, Dylusions Ink
Sprays (Ranger: Lemon Zest, Squeezed Orange
and BubbleGum Pink), Paper towel, Brads,
Dimensional adhesive, Die & Die-cut Machine
(Spellbinders Ribbon Tag Trio Two), Sponge,
Ribbon (pink/white).

“Disassemble brayer and wrap elastic bands
around roller. Brayer over cardstock using VersaMark ink, changing directions. Heat emboss with
cream embossing powder.”
“Spray embossed piece with Dylusions Ink Sprays.
Blot excess ink with a paper towel. Stamp flowers in VersaMark ink; heat emboss with Belgian
Cream powder. Spray with same colored inks.”
“Cut out flowers and attach to background with
brads and dimensional foam. Stamp saying in
lilac and cut and emboss with ribbon tag die-cut
Sponge with Dandelion ink before removing die.
Attach to background with white and pink ribbon
and layer to white card base.”
Finished Size: 4 1/4" x 5 ½”
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Brayer Care & Storage
Brayer Cleaning

Brayers are usually fairly easy to clean. If you are
using water-based stamp inks and clean them
right away, you can usually put them under
running water and give them a wipe or two and
they are clean. Pay attention to not just the roller
surface; Also make sure not to leave behind ink or
paint on the ends of the roller or on the handle.
If you use your brayer with acrylic paints, be sure
not to let the paint dry on the brayer. Acrylic
paint dries to a hard permanent finish and can be
difficult to remove. (Wash it off with water before
it dries.)
For most cleaning jobs, water and maybe a little
stamp cleaner or a bit of dish soap are all you will
need for your brayer. (But try to avoid sending
acrylic paint down the drain.) If you should
need to use a solvent-based cleaner, be sure to
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do a final rinse with water so that there is
no lingering solvent left on the rubber that
could potentially dry it out over time.
Avoid using alcohol inks on your brayer.
Alcohol inks can dry out rubber very quickly,
causing your brayer to get brittle and even
crack and fall apart.

Brayer Storage

Make sure that your brayer is completely dry
before putting it away.
Many brayers are either made with a built-in
stand, have a protective sleeve for the roller
or a bar that runs the length of the roller that
serves as a stand or have legs. Avoid storing
the brayer with the roller sitting directly on
a surface, as prolonged pressure can create
a flat spot on the brayer that can affect its
future usability. If your brayer doesn’t have a
stand or a protective area, hang it by a hook.
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When researching this article, I came across
an article about Brayers on McClain’s
Printmaking Supplies. In it, I learned that the
nitrile rubber typically used to make more
expensive brayers “is sensitive to UV light. If left
in sunlight or under florescent lights for a long
time, the roller will dry out and crack or split.”
McClain’s suggests that this type of brayer be
put in a box, cupboard or drawer when you
are storing them for long periods. This type
of rubber doesn’t flatten, so you can store
them with the roller sitting on the surface.
Many stampers however, use less expensive
Speedball brayers, which are instead of “pure
natural gum rubber with a ground finish.” This
type of rubber brayer doesn’t seem to have
the same sunlight limitations as the nitrile
versions, but can flatten if you store them
with the roller sitting on the surface.
Take care of your brayers and you’ll be using
them for years to come!
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Learn More From VSN
Other VSN eArticles

Full eArticles: (VSN eArticle Library)

• Snow & Ice Techniques
• Stamped Gift Tags & Gift Wrap
• Gelli Plates & Stamps
• Watercolor Crayon Techniques For Stampers
• Gelatos, Gel-Sticks & Stamps
• Sponge & Brush Techniques
• Powdered Pigment Techniques
• Brayer Techniques For Stampers
• Choosing Color For Stamped Cards
• Specialty Card Folds
• Doodling, Hand Lettering & Stamps
• Interiors: Container Stamps & Shaker Cards
• Coloring In with Layered Mixed Mediums
• Coloring In With Colored Pencils
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• Coloring In With Alcohol Ink Markers
• Coloring in With Watercolor Markers
• Making Stamped Magnets
• Stamping with Paint
• Metal & Faux Metal Stamping Techniques
• Re-Inker Stamping Techniques
• Dip, Dye, Glitz: Hand-Dyed Paper
• Egg-xtra Special Stamping: Egg Stamping
Mini eArticles: (VSN eArticle Library)
• Even More Alcohol Ink Mini eArticle
Basics Mini eArticles: (VSN eArticle Library)
• 4 Ways to Ink a Stamp
• Parts of a Rubber Stamp
• Heat Embossing
• Direct-To-Paper (DTP)
• Choosing Quality Supplies
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Dye, Pigment & Paper Blog

Birdseed & Binoculars Blog

"Dye, Pigment & Paper" is the stamping blog
of Nancie Waterman, editor of Vamp Stamp
News (VSN). The blog’s focus is on using inks
and paint on paper (mostly.) Please come
hang out with me!

“Birdseed & Binoculars” is a second blog from
Nancie Waterman, editor of Vamp Stamp
News (VSN). This blog’s focus is backyard
bird watching. Please check it out if you like
watching birds as well as stamping. Or share
the link with a friend who likes watching
birds.
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Please Spread the Word

Find VSN Online

If you really like an eArticle, please don’t keep it to
yourself. Tell your friends on Facebook, your blog,
Twitter, Pinterest, etc. Tell your email list friends
and other stampers you know.

VSN’s Main Website

Feedback, opinions and comments are welcome.
Email me: vampstamp@prodigy.net

VSN on Facebook

Dye, Pigment & Paper Blog
Birdseed & Binoculars Blog

VSN’s Email Announcement List (Yahoo)

But, please do not email this article to anyone. (I
need to be able to count the downloads so I can
show the Sponsors that you like them. And they
really are too large to comfortably email anyway.)
Instead, please point friends to VSN’s eArticle page
where they can download their own copy.
Many thanks, Nancie, VSN
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Art Challenge Drawing

When you submit artwork for an eArticle,
your name is put into a drawing to win VSN
issues or a VSN eGift Certificate.

Printing this eArticle

When printing this eArticle, be sure to choose
the landscape print option so that it prints at
its full 8 1/2" wide by 5 1/2" high size. Scale the
print size to fit the page to print it even larger
Barbara Benson and Marilyn Sweeney
(nice if your eyes are getting older and need
each won their choice of eight VSN issues or a larger text!)
$20 VSN eGift Certificate.

eArticle Copyright Statement

This eArticle is copyrighted to Nancie Waterman
of Vamp Stamp News. It may not be copied,
emailed, posted on a website or sold in any
form without permission. If you have a stamping friend who would like a copy, please instead
direct them to the eArticle page of VSN’s
website where they can download their own
copy. Many thanks, Nancie, VSN
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